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ABSTRACT
In art and music, time periods like “classical” and “impressionist” are powerful means for academics and practitioners to compare and contrast artifacts that share aesthetics or philosophies. While web designs have undergone changes for 25 years, we lack theories to describe or explain these changes. In this paper, we take a first step towards identifying and understanding the design periods of websites. Drawing from humanistic HCI methods, subject experts of web design critically analyzed a dataset of prominent websites whose lifetimes span over a decade. These informed judgments reveal a set of key markers that signal shifts in design periods. For instance, advances in display technologies and changes in company strategies help explain how design periods demarcated by particular layout templates and navigation models arise. We suggest that designers and marketers can draw inspiration from website designs curated into design periods.
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INTRODUCTION
From Google’s iconic, minimalistic search page, to The New York Time’s white, newspaper-like layout, to Reddit’s retro, text-heavy format, it is clear that our experience of a website and its creator is due in part to its visual design [30]. Website design has evolved dramatically over the last 25 years, from the simple static pages of text on gray backgrounds of the mid-1990s to the visually-rich, interactive, “responsive” designs of today. Various design styles have come and gone, driven in part by changes in technology (e.g., HTML frames in the late 1990’s, mobile devices in the 21st century) and audiences (e.g., as the web has become mainstream). To describe the historical narrative of art, historians and critics have developed rich notions of “periods” or “movements” that describe time intervals when artists and their work have shared a particular aesthetic style or philosophy (e.g. classical, romantic, impressionist) [22, 31, 32]. Although the analogy is not perfect—changes on the web may be driven more by evolution in technology than in changes in aesthetic style, for example—identifying “periods” of online design may nevertheless be useful to better understand its evolution over time. Periods enable critics to coherently compare and contrast works according to their particular qualities (e.g., impressionist art emphasizes tone color and atmosphere). By defining a period, techniques (e.g., screen printing), styles (e.g., cubism), tools (e.g., camera obscura), and vocabulary (e.g., found art) are identified, and become portable concepts that are appropriated, built-upon, and even rejected (e.g., impressionist music as a reaction to romantic music) by future artists. Periods posit a definition of art that is institutional [3]; in other words, art is created not in isolation but are “joint products of all the people who cooperate via an art world’s characteristic conventions to bring works like that into existence” [6, p.35]. Thus artists must work within the social context, conventions, and histories of critics, galleries, the public, and other members of the art world so that what they do can be legitimately regarded as art.

Just as artists find periods useful in stimulating their own work, researchers in human-computer interaction have argued that designers should be aware of the designed artifacts that surround them, using tools like annotated portfolios of designed artifacts to compare, contrast, and describe the characteristics, aesthetics, and uses of existing designs [9, 18]. By amalgamating artifacts into various categories or designs, these portfolios help HCI practitioners see particular “styles” of design that arise from a single organization. In fact, Gaver and Bowers [18] argue that annotated portfolios resonate with HCI designers because they replicate practices that artists use to articulate and motivate their work. Portfolios not only inform designers of the landscape of interactive artifacts, but can also “inspire...as a reference point for future design work” [18].

Some work has suggested examining design styles from a historic perspective, for example looking at past designs (e.g. patents) to help reflect on what it means to have or design an innovative prototype [11, 37]. Past designs also reveal old interaction styles that gave rise to rich experiences or sensations that have been lost, and interaction designers may find inspiration by reviving these experiences in today’s users [25, 39].
Thus it may be worthwhile to holistically reflect upon multiple design styles over time, similar to how artists may reflect on or respond to multiple styles and periods.

Meggs et al. [23] provide an expansive history of graphic design from Egyptian cuneiform to web and interactive design. Yet, unlike in art, we are not aware of any formal effort to describe or characterize design periods of the web, despite its 25-year history. Indeed, as Bardzell and Bardzell [5, p.18] note, “[m]any HCI systems are presented with little to no reference to their own historical genealogies...Yet other design fields...do have significant histories, and practicing designers know how to use them.” We see a need to understand the patterns of change in web design, to explain how and why certain designs have stayed while others have faded, and to provide insight into past, present, and future design practices. Analogous to annotated portfolios, we believe that characterizing and capturing online design periods could be valuable to website designers. For example, designers could search for websites belonging to the same design period as Apple’s, or find sites that embrace the hacker aesthetic of Reddit. Marketers could draw from design periods that have proven successful in the past. We also imagine design periods to be useful beyond HCI. Organizational scholars could examine the relationship between innovation and design: e.g., are companies that are trend setters in the “art world” of web design (by starting new web design periods) more innovative? Political scientists could examine whether design periods represent particular values (e.g., conservatism vs liberalism).

In this paper, we draw from methods of Humanistic HCI [5] to take first steps towards developing a concept of design periods for websites. We assembled a dataset of nearly 14,000 snapshots of 9 prominent websites over a 13 year period using the Internet Archive [2]. We then created posters showing each website’s appearance at regular temporal intervals. Blending think-aloud [24] and interview techniques [36] with interaction criticism [4], we facilitated sessions asking recruited experts—web designers and developers and visual artists—to offer a critical analysis of the website designs, guiding them to identify design periods (as they judged them), to describe similarities and differences of periods across time, to articulate potential period names, and to form justified positions on the forces that drove shifts from one period to another.

Our findings make three key contributions towards the notion of design periods. Although preliminary and based on a small sample of websites and experts, these findings nevertheless lay the groundwork for the longer-term goal of understanding how web design has evolved over time. First, our findings suggest that there are several key markers of web design periods. Our subjects identified differences in visually-identifiable properties of websites that served to separate design periods from one another, specifically information architectural models (the underlying navigation model afforded by the design), visual flavors (aesthetic qualities of the design), and media composition (ratios of different types of media like video and text). A shift in marker (e.g., highlighting search bars over navigation bars) suggested a shift in design periods. Second, drawing from our experts’ responses and experiences with web design, we identify possible factors that suggest why these markers instigated new design periods. Increased information density requirements, new technological innovations, changing company strategies, and design fashions helped create new design periods. Third, we take a preliminary step towards describing the history of the web according to global design periods, suggesting four periods in particular: Rudimentary, Chaos, Formative, and Condensation (using names suggested by our experts). We close by discussing implications and limitations of our research in understanding web design periods.

RELATED WORK
Science and technology studies, particularly studies on the social construction of technology (SCOT) [26], have emphasized the historical nature of design and that the social, cultural, and institutional context of artifacts has a key role in shaping the function, intent, and look of designs. The evolution of technologies such as lighting [8] and automobiles [20] have been probed through the lens of SCOT. These studies have revealed the sometimes surprising role that humans have in the designs and uses (e.g., uses that are both unintended or perhaps subtly intended [38] by the designers themselves) of technology.

In HCI, there have been calls to examine the history of interactive designs. Wyche et al. [39] examined patents and popular literature archives to derive cultural themes in domestic technologies. Leahu et al. [21] reviewed challenges in AI’s history and how solutions to such challenges might also apply to ubiquitous computing. Buxton gives a historical account of touch screens [11], observing that this approach can “shed light on the nature of innovation.” The Buxton Collection [1] is a website featuring historical collections of designs (e.g., computer mice), but does not present them in any systematic fashion nor offer any analysis of the designs.

Two particular lines of work examining style have direct relevance to our own interest in design periods. Øritsland and Burr’s [25] research seeks to understand the concept of style over time by focusing on physical products with small displays and limited buttons (e.g., thermostats). Looking at product lines from a single company, experts were able to identify distinct interaction style periods based on how they differed on three properties: new technological innovations, company spirit, and current societal trends. We refer to and build upon some of these attributes of style periods in our own findings. Bertelsen and Pold [7] present an interaction criticism guide to interrogate interaction designs. Through use of the guide, they examined how students in multimedia education both identify and find motivations behind interaction styles of applications such as Microsoft Word and a web-based calendar system that draw from baroque and renaissance architecture. While our work does not explicitly use this guide, we similarly facilitated sessions with experts to draw out their skilled judgments on what counts for design periods in digital artifacts.

While the web is arguably the most encountered interaction design today, little work has systematically examined the evolution of its design. Visualization tools have been developed to see how webpage content has changed (e.g., in Wikipedia [35]). Similar to how past work has examined visualizing the evolution of web ecologies [13], we are also
Lastly, a body of work examines the relation of websites’ particular visual qualities to factors such as visual appeal and cultural dimensions. Work by Reinecke et al. [29] has made great strides in operationalizing the aesthetic qualities of a website. They found that image metrics such as text/non-text areas and colorfulness significantly impact the perception of visual complexity, and that visual appeal dropped with increased complexity. We hope to build upon Reinecke et al.’s work by adding new factors that may help operationalize the visual qualities of websites. In a later study, Reinecke and Gajos [28] examined website preferences from around the world, finding, for example, that visitors from Finland preferred less colorful websites. They found that older participants preferred more complex websites and speculate that “older users might simply be more used to text-heavy ‘web 1.0’ designs.” This web 1.0 design, we argue, could be regarded as a distinct design period. While not a rigorous study, Cook and Finlayson [14] conduct a study similar to ours that examines qualitative differences of websites, in particular examining how design aspects map to cultural constructs like individuality. They suggest that particular images that take up prominent space reflect on a society’s individualism or lack thereof. We similarly ask our informants to identify important aspects of websites, but in the context of identifying components that mark off design periods.

**INTERACTION DESIGN CRITICISM SESSIONS**

We sought to take a first step towards understanding what it might mean to talk about periods of design for websites. While a humanistic approach would prioritize our own sensibilities as academics actively engaged in modes of criticism such as discourse analysis and close reading, we felt a need to explicitly incorporate the expertise of practitioners. Practitioners and researchers are often mentioned as the beneficiaries of research results, but, when viewed as experts, they provide different but complimentary ways to understand how to situate a work within a notion of periods—*our approach blends our abilities to do and facilitate interaction criticism [4] with the designers’ long-term honed, practical knowledge of designing websites*. For instance, we reason that designers who have worked in industry can judge the underlying organizational motivations behind design periods better than academics.

We give voice to the judgments of our practitioners via what we call *interaction design criticism sessions*. We generated large posters that chronologically showed a website’s appearance over time. Practitioner experts were guided by the authors, experts in criticism, to treat the poster as a gallery of art pieces. In essence, these galleries were *collections* of technological artifacts subject to interaction criticism, or close readings of designs [4]. We facilitated these sessions by introducing stylistic periods as conventionally taught in humanities (e.g., music appreciation [31, 32]) and engaging in practices of interaction criticism relevant to periods such as explicating an artifact’s position in history, reception, designers, interface qualities, social context, subject matter, and exemplars. We strove to create an egalitarian environment where dialogue between academic and practitioner is discursive, interpretative, and evolving.

Bardzell and Bardzell [5, p.52–53] discuss a humanistic methodology in HCI by which critical and social scientific approaches are *blended*. The examples they provide “blend” by doing critical analysis of empirical data. Analogously, our interaction design criticism sessions represent a blend of empirical data collections methods—semi-structured interviews [36] and think-aloud techniques—with interaction design criticism. We differ in that our analysis is also grounded in the critiques proffered by our subject experts, practitioners with extensive experience in web development, design, and art.

**Subject Expert Recruitment**

From September to December 2015, we recruited 10 practitioners from four categories of expertise—web designer, web developer, user interface developer, visual artist—to seek diverse viewpoints on the aesthetic evolution of web design. These categories reflect our interest in critiques from experts to interpret aesthetic qualities of websites, websites as a visual art form, or the web’s underlying technologies. All experts had at least two years of professional experience (see Table 1).

**Posters**

Our experts did close readings of large posters (about 1m wide by 2m tall) that chronologically showed a subset of snapshots of a website’s appearance over time. We used the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine [2] as the source of our snapshots. This service hosts over 150 billion archived pages, dating back as early as 1996, though its archives are not complete and contain errors (e.g., some images hosted on external sites have disappeared). We manually identified a diverse set of 9 major websites which have been sufficiently popular to representative of mainstream design across time and for which reasonably complete, long-term archives existed. We downloaded all available HTML snapshots for each page, averaging about 4,000 archives per site. We then rendered each HTML page to a PDF using an automated script. Finally, we manually reviewed the PDFs, and removing renderings that appeared grossly incorrect (e.g., missing major components). This yielded 13,963 high quality snapshots of nine web pages, summarized in Table 2. Our posters represent a variety of different types of sites, including media (AOL, MSN, Yahoo), financial (Bloomberg), science (SLAC, the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), technology (Cisco, Sun), government (White House), and entertainment (IMDB). We do not claim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Webpage</th>
<th>Date range</th>
<th>No. of snapshots</th>
<th>Mean snapshots/yr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aol.com</td>
<td>2000–2012</td>
<td>1,746</td>
<td>134.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bloomberg.com</td>
<td>2000–2013</td>
<td>2,169</td>
<td>154.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cisco.com</td>
<td>1999–2013</td>
<td>1,279</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imdb.com</td>
<td>2001–2013</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msn.com</td>
<td>1999–2013</td>
<td>2,802</td>
<td>200.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slac.stanford.edu</td>
<td>1999–2013</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun.com</td>
<td>1997–2010</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whitehouse.gov</td>
<td>2000–2010</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>120.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>1999–2013</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>120.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Snapshots collected for our posters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Occupation (Years)</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>First use of Internet</th>
<th>Reviewed website posters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>web designer (2)</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>bloomberg.com, slac.stanford.com, whitehouse.gov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>HCI designer (6)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>cisco.com, bloomberg.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>UX developer (4)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>imdb.com, msn.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>UX developer (10)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>aol.com, yahoo.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>web developer (5)</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>cisco.com, sun.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>glass artist</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>whitehouse.gov, bloomberg.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>studio art graduate</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>sun.com, aol.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Recruited experts in our study.

Figure 1. Sample of one of our posters.

that this set of 9 pages is statistically representative of the entire web—it is focused on English corporate and government websites, for example, and a much larger set of sites that were more methodically sampled would be needed to assess its generality, but it nevertheless includes a reasonably diverse set of popular websites, consistent with the goal of taking first steps towards understanding the evolution of web design.

Our large posters allowed experts to view each page in detail and to compare different years of design; this gave experts both a local and global view of a page’s evolution. The posters were hung on a wall, and our experts were encouraged to sketch on the posters directly to help them organize, record, and articulate their critiques. We archived these marked-up posters after the interviews. An example of a poster is shown in Figure 1. For each poster, we showed a subset of screenshots for a given website along with the date, spaced 3 months apart. When pages were not available on the required day, we showed the closest page within 7 days, or if no screenshot was available at all for that week, we showed the words “No Data.” We randomly assigned two or three posters to each expert such that each of the 9 sites was viewed by at least two experts.

Session Procedure
We began our interaction design criticism sessions by defining our terminology, including a broad explanation of design periods by analogy with art history terms. For each of their assigned websites, we asked the subject expert to critically interpret our poster and to draw on their experience and practices to skillfully identify and group together periods of similar design. We paid close attention to eliciting subjects to articulate, reason about, and judge the qualities that were shared by each website design in each period, and then how each period was different from its neighbors. This allowed experts to consider periods as local, independent entities, while also considering their globally dependent nature on other periods. Lastly, we asked our subjects to give a descriptive name for each period.

We also asked follow up questions such as: what makes a design endure, why do certain patterns appear and disappear, how did one period influence the next, do you had a favorite period and why, and predict the future designs for each website. We closed by asking our subjects whether they could identify any “global” design patterns or periods that seemed to apply to the broader web and not just to each individual site.

FINDINGS
Our study shows that experts identified common themes on how web design has changed over time and the forces that have driven these changes. It also provided insight that might lead to a first step towards a notion of web design periods.

Key Markers of Web Design Periods
Our experts described web design periods in terms of particular attributes, which we call markers because they serve as useful ways to characterize the differences between other periods. Three specific types of markers came up repeatedly in our sessions: (1) information architecture models, or the ways in which websites afford navigation, (2) visual flavor, or the aesthetic and visual design elements of the website, and (3) the media composition, or the extent to which certain media such as text, images, and video make up a website’s content. We now discuss findings for each of these markers in detail.

Information Architecture Models
We found that many design changes were driven by the changing navigation models that websites emphasized over time. In other words, particular elements on websites give cues to users on the best ways to navigate and absorb information. All of our experts mentioned that the types of browsing behavior intended by these elements was a key marker of a site’s design period. In fact, W2 felt that information architecture models were the strongest general marker of design periods
Figure 2. Examples of information architecture models highlighted by our experts: (a) evolution of navigation bars on IMDB over time, (b) SLAC page as of 2000, showing prominent menu of links in the upper right, and (c) examples of card- and grid-based navigation systems.

across websites (i.e., independent of a particular website’s company strategy or specific visual style). Participants identified the menus used for navigation and for search as two specific web elements that are critical for conveying information architecture models across nearly any design period. Changes in the relative prominence of these two elements seem to reflect changes in both the nature of website content and user expectations over time.

The navigation bar is an organized list of the site’s main content, and conveys the information architecture model of the website. Nine of our participants mentioned changes in navigation, and five explicitly identified navigation bars as the primary marker for grouping design periods. D2 stated that navigation bars made websites clearer and less wordy. W2 explained the importance of the navigation bar when examining the snapshots of IMDB, a subset of which is shown in Figure 2(a). He pointed out that the 2001 design featured very prominent navigation menus that occupied most of the left, top, and right areas of the page. By 2007, the search bar had been moved to a larger, more prominent position at the top of the page. By 2012, most of the navigation menus were hidden, with the search bar occupying an even more prominent position. He explained:

The form of the navigation would be the main feature. To me, it changes the periods. You see, [the yellow navigation bar on the top in 2001] is kind of similar with [the bar on top of the 2007 design]. They basically provide the links to the information. And the website removed the navigation at the end [in 2012 design]...Here [the navigation form] is how the website is defined.

Our experts described “failed” attempts at navigation bars before 2005. D2 and D3 thought the navigation of SLAC in the early 2000s (shown in Figure 2(b)) was poorly designed. D2 felt the position and orientation of the navigation bar limited its scalability, so that new links could not be easily added, because the height of the bar had to match the height of the photo next to it. Better-designed bars are usually located horizontally either below the main logo or at the bottom of the page, vertically on the left or right sidebar, or in a table near the center of the page. Card-like designs with tabs were common as well, as shown in Figure 2(c). Among these variations, six experts (W1, D1, D2, D3, U1, U2) preferred the left sidebar, while the center was the least preferred position of navigation because it was easily overlooked. We can see this consensus of the experts is also widely used in current web designs.

Search bars appeared in eight of our nine websites around the year 2000. Experts noticed that after 2010, many websites enlarged the search bar and moved them to a prominent position at the top (e.g., for IMDB in Figure 2(a)). W2 commented that the search bar has become a crucial design element:

I don’t care [about] the information on the main page. I used to look at some [of the] “recommended” information pushed to me on YouTube, but now I even don’t look at them. When I want to know something, for example, a director or a movie, I go to IMDb and search. So what I expect is, the website can give me the information that I search for and then I browse after that, not before.

D2, who worked as a web developer from 2008 to 2014, shared his first-hand knowledge on the prevalence of search bars. He noted how web templates that were widely used by companies then generally had a Google search bar on the top. D3 shared his view that searching has evolved into a dominant manner of finding information, necessitating that web designers emphasize search bars over navigation:

[In 2000], people have no idea how to look up information so you should provide a super nice structure. But [in late 2000s], you don’t care about structure anymore, and you only search for the information you are looking for. So those navigation bars become less important, and search becomes a thing.

Other signals of information architecture models were also mentioned by our subjects. Experts suggested that website architectures have over time reduced the content on the main page, simplifying them to emphasize a few key products or messages. A highlight component (e.g., the large image in the 2012 IMDB site of Figure 2(a)) is now a common approach to quickly convey the spirit, tone, and main message or product of the website, as explained by D1:

The main feature (representing their current main product) is highlighted...other information on the main page are (text) links. Those large images (representing the main feature) are...
designed to be very appealing. You know, we may not read the
text but we remember the pictures subconsciously.

Experts noted that the highlight can take various forms, including
a prominent image banner or a group of images without
much text. Recent designs of AOL and MSN in Figure 5 use
an image with a short caption for highlighted news stories,
while stories of secondary importance just have text links.

Visual flavor
As we might suspect, experts identified the aesthetic properties
of websites as a strong indicator of design periods. Our artist
subgroup was quick to notice even minor visual changes of
websites over time. Three elements were each mentioned by
at least three experts: (1) color scheme, (2) overall layout, and
(3) quality or refinement of visual elements.

Color schemes portray a certain feeling of style and aesthetics
to users. For example, flat design [27], which makes heavy
use of white space and embraces a sense of minimalism, is cur-
rently quite popular (as of 2016). Designs in the early 2000s
also had flat elements with simple color schemes, but typi-
cally did not share the minimalistic sense (e.g., compare 2000
and 2013 for Bloomberg in Figure 3(a)). W3, D3, U1, A1,
and A3 indicated that color scheme changes were especially
important for identifying design periods. W3 even proposed
naming design periods after colors; for Bloomberg in Fig-
ure 3(a), for example, he named 2004 the “Blue period” and
2008 the “Media-consumer black” period. U1 thought colors
play an important role in humans’ pre-attentive processing, so
uniquely colored sections “pop out” immediately. Alternating
color schemes can help users discriminate between distinct
parts of a page, as he explained for MSN in Figure 3(b):

I think the key factor to divide the period is how the website is
colored, what kind of color schemes it uses. [In 2004] you can
see the blue and green, and [in 2011] you can see it completely
flat. The color really easily catches people’s attention. Color
is not the emphasis; the content is the emphasis. Color may
highlight the borders and add emphasis. That’s why the color
scheme is important.

Layout templates in web design are usually horizontally or
vertically oriented. Five experts mentioned that modern webs-
ites had obviously better layouts than earlier designs and
that a good layout was necessary for an aesthetically pleasing
website. U1 thought a good layout kept web page elements
distinct and organized even when the page had few solid bor-
ders. While overall layout has definitely changed over time,
our experts did not explicitly articulate specific criteria of what
constitutes a good layout. D2 explained:

The number of possible web structures is few: horizontal,
vertical or some combination of them. The design fashions
change and never come back, but web structure [layout] sel-
dom changes.

The layouts from early 2000s to the present are especially
resilient and do not have much variability. D1 gave one possi-
ble reason: the improvement in text alignment technology in
layout templates allowed a clean look even when the amount
of text information increased.

Visual element quality refers to the complexity or sophistica-
tion of images, videos, text, and other visual page elements.
Experts did not view this as vital as other criteria for distin-
guishing design periods, but several experts did observe that it
had improved with time. A1 noted the logo on whitehouse.gov
had subtly changed over time (Figure 4), with later designs
being higher-resolution and more sophisticated.

Media Composition
Text, images, and videos are used to disseminate information
on a web page, and the proportions and compositions of these
have changed over time. All experts noted that web developers
in the early 2000s used text-heavy designs on the main page,
wheras modern developers believe wordy pages lose users.
D1 used the Cisco page (Figure 3(c)) as an example:

[Design in early 2000s] only provides a bunch of links, there
is actually no information on the page. Then later, they use
some pictures, icons, and something appealing to users. And
the 2008 Cisco design is not much different from 2004, having
the same links but using less words. When we compare these
two, the 2004 one has lots of information here [the lower part
of the page], but users may be confused by the abundant text.

D2 noted that hyperlinks have been partially replaced by im-
ages and videos:

Now there are more videos. People don’t like to read text. I
guess that is the reason the text hyperlinks go down [in] their
number. You can see more videos than just the text hyperlinks.
When I see the hyperlinks, for example...in 2000, I just read
the link but don’t want to go in and see what is in the link.
Explaining Design Periods

As described in the last section, our interaction design criticism session revealed that people identified information architecture models, visual flavor, layout templates, and media composition as key markers of design. Now we describe how our experts explained these markers. In other words, why did web pages change these markers? What led to these design periods? Ør ítsland and Buur describe how changes in design are due to technological innovations, a company’s spirit (rhetoric), and societal trends [25]. While drawing from these factors as critical reasons for web design markers, our study also suggests other forces at work.

Increased Information Density

Experts observed that over time, the density of information of websites has increased, which has forced designers to think about how to organize so much information. For example, W1 and D1 pointed out that it was not time consuming for early web users to browse and understand websites because there simply was not much content to trawl through. By the mid-2000’s, however, pages had become much more information-rich, and users could easily get lost if pages were not well organized. As a result, the markers of information architecture models and the layout templates evolved to meet such needs. Increasingly powerful search functions can be regarded as responses to this sort of information overload, for example. D3 explained the move from menus to search features: “The menus implicitly are structured as a tree. It can be a long path from the main page to my destination page.”

Technological Innovation

However, information density does not fully explain the rise of search bars, which became popular in the early 2000s even among small websites. Eight of our experts identified innovations in web technologies as a key driver of design change. W1 mentioned that easy-to-use search components led many websites to add them around 2000, even for sites that did not need them. Other technological developments have included image formats like SVG for high-resolution and responsive graphics, scripting technologies like JavaScript and Flash, and...
improved back-ends that enable dynamic, customized pages. Two particular forms of innovation were mentioned: hardware and web technology.

**Hardware technology** improvements have included both network and display technology, and several experts identified both of these as driving new design periods. Faster networks have enabled transmitting larger files, such as high-resolution images and video, while better displays have led designers to take advantage of their capabilities. U1 explained:

*The better resolution and tonal range makes...modern web pages [look good] even though they have a minimum number of colors. Imagine if we still used the monitors from the 1990s. Those monitors have low resolution and small color space. [If] we browse current web pages from those monitors, [they would] look awful.*

The rise of mobile devices significantly affected web design, and mobile devices are now used more than PCs to access the Internet [15, 19]. Responsive designs are widely used to adapt the size and position of UI components to a device’s display. Three subjects (D2, U1, U2) said the widespread adoption of sidebars was due to these devices. U2 explained:

*Around 2010, people frequently browse websites from the mobile phone, but the screen of mobile is much smaller than the computer monitor. We use something maybe called “flows” to make the layout for the main content adapt to the devices, and keep a kind of constant size of sidebar on one side of the screen. Users maybe can hide the sidebar in some websites. In this way, users can quickly target the sections they are looking for.*

**Web technology** refers to the tools to design and develop websites. With web technologies constantly evolving, designers and developers have had increasing flexibility in their designs over time. Past research has found that certain innovations in web technology have been directly responsible for popularizing the Internet, e.g., the graphical browser in 1993 led to dramatic growth in online use [33]. Although our experts did not examine the code of websites, they did mention that web technologies were likely the cause of certain changes, including visual elements such as typeface and image quality. When asked to identify design periods, W2 said:

*To me, [web technology] is the real distinction. I cannot say just by looking at the screenshots of the websites. That is not enough. We should review the HTML code. But we still can tell some of them from the poster. Back to 2000, they are table-based. And in 2010, they are CSS-based.*

Web techniques also made websites faster and more dynamic. For example, D1 pointed out that the use of animations has evolved over time. Animation became common with the adoption of GIFs and Flash, but after 2012, HTML5 animations gradually replaced them due to their lighter-weight code and higher quality. Another example is Ajax, which pre-fetches content and gives websites a dynamic feeling. It can update information (e.g., hourly top 10 articles) in dynamic components without reloading static visual components, which brings a smoother experience for web users.

Lastly, new practices of quickly prototyping and designing websites have had an influence. D1, D2 and D3 mentioned their use of web templates, which prescribe current visual flavors and information architecture models. Popular templates have had a direct influence on propagating particular markers of web design across many domains.

**Company Strategies**
The way in which information is presented by a company is a powerful symbol [16] of its progressiveness and rhetoric. W1, W2, D1, and D2 noted that changes in design period markers could be attributed to the company wishing to convey a certain spirit. MSN was brought up as one particular example. Before 1998, msn.com was a domain operated by Microsoft as an online service provider. When msn.com switched to being used by Microsoft’s Interactive Media Group, its content switched to be more media-related, and this was reflected in its visual style and layout (see Figure 3(b)). As we look back at the designs across MSN’s history, D2 stated that we found its visual flavor reflected the visual flavor of Microsoft’s products over that time. In other words, the design periods of msn.com are intertwined with the user interface design changes of Microsoft’s software products.

For example, web pages put currently promoted products in a prominent position, and if the company has many products, the main page has a more complex layout. The website owner may also change the layout of the web page to suit third party advertisements. In the 2000s, many websites put their advertisements on large floating windows, which web users could not miss. In addition, D2 mentioned the use of the left sidebar as a “dark pattern” [10]:

*Now we mostly stick the navigation bar on the left, not having to be static [i.e., so the navigation can be hidden], and put the main story on the right side. Because most web users are right-handed, users prefer keeping their mouse at the right side of the page. Then users have higher possibility to click the highlight [the links in the right main part of the pages, e.g., advertisement]. Also, if they want to get the navigation, move mouse directly to it, which is easy.*

**Design Fashions**
Design fashions changes the visual flavor of websites on a large scale. W1, D1, and D2 all mentioned that since the late 2000s, many websites have had a common layout from top to bottom: a horizontal navigation bar, a large banner, the main content of the page, and a footer (e.g., the 2012 Cisco design in Figure 3(c)). Several experts mentioned that this horizontally-dominant layout avoids the need for users to scroll vertically in order to access the most important content of the page. D1 worked in a IT consultancy company around 2010, and mentioned that his company routinely used this same template to develop the websites for many small companies. Similarly, W1 mentioned the large horizontal banner is very popular and widely used in all kinds of websites.

Design fashions may also be driven by the widespread use of some popular technological elements. For instance, in 2014 Vishal Gaikar popularized the web element for infinite scroll loading [17], and three of our experts (W1, D1, D2)
mentioned these elements are now widely used, especially on news websites. As another example, W1 said that in the late 1990s, many websites added search boxes, even though many sites were not complex enough to need them. In his opinion, these elements were added largely to keep up with the current design “fashion” as opposed to being useful components.

Global Design Periods
Although our dataset and subject pool are not large or representative enough to develop a holistic “theory” of evolution of the broader web, we nonetheless explored whether our subjects could help suggest rough “global” web design periods. We asked our experts to reflect on the web design periods they noticed across our set of websites and on the broader web, instead of just on the particular sites we showed them. We sought to understand the extent to which design changes may be dependent on the context of particular sites, versus more global changes that are observed on the web at large.

Experts noted that one could discern whether websites were on the leading edge of design periods. W1, D1 and D3 thought media websites such as bloomberg.com readily adopted more progressive design periods, while government and education websites lagged behind. For example, in our dataset we found that media websites adopted flat designs an average of about 3 years before other websites (e.g., AOL in 2010, Bloomberg in 2009, MSN in 2010, but Cisco in 2015, SLAC in 2009, and White House in 2014).

Our experts did identify some consistent patterns in the design periods across our websites. It should be emphasized that not all design periods happen at the same time (e.g., some lag as mentioned before), nor do they look identical across websites. For websites of the same genre, global design periods are somewhat more readily identifiable. For example, media websites often quickly leveraged new standard frameworks and web techniques and therefore ended up having similar layouts on their web pages (see Figure 5).

We looked for agreement across our subjects on what the major general design periods of the web might be. Eight of our experts thought we could divide periods into four rough categories (using names suggested by experts):

- **Rudimentary (U1), Simplicity (U2), or Informational (U3) period.** Experts used words like “naive” to describe the designs of the late 1990s and the early 2000s. Pages at that time were functional and informational (text-heavy), and lacked a balanced design. W1 mentioned that websites of the 1990s were arranged like digital versions of the front page of a newspaper, where the structure revolves around “headlines” that are links to other pages, with short “articles” or abstracts on the main page.

- **Chaos, Gradient (U1), Light (W1), or Rise of the Image (W2) period.** From 2000 to 2005, websites seemed to try to formulate and integrate web-specific design principles, and many foundational web elements were introduced during this period. Yet many of our subjects used words like “terrible,” and “overused, garish, colorful backgrounds” (W3) for this period. Four of our subjects thought the image elements that became popular during this period were just decorative and did not offer any function. Images were often shaded, giving a 3D look. The amount of content sharply increased and made some websites look crowded.

- **Formative (U1) or Cinematic (W3) period.** This period begins around 2007 when Web 2.0 became popular. Basic layouts for websites of different genre were established, which give well-organized layouts for many websites. Five of our experts (W1, D1, D2, D3, U2) thought new web technologies brought large visual changes to web designs in this period. W3 thought the banner became eye-catching and popular in this period (see cisco.com 2008 or 2012 design in Figure 3(c)), leading to his “cinematic” term.

- **Condensation (U1), Sci-Fi (A2), or Flat (W3) period.** This period started around 2011, with an emphasis on refined designs with clear information architecture models. Flat designs are popular and websites make heavy use of various media types (text, image, video, animation). Adaptive UIs and responsive design elements are widely adopted. W1 contributed an interesting opinion on the evolution of web design from a pure web designer’s perspective:

  *The layout [in late 1990s] is sort of weird. It looks like it just wants some things there. I think this form is just when people were learning how to setup layout properly before it becomes actually possible. Around 2005, people start thinking there are too many links on the pages and they don’t have enough space for them. So they need search. Then they started considering the usability. Some websites used to be very usable websites, but became heavy with some techniques. What are the particular advantages of them [techniques]? So for some reason, they are something that really struck people. So they bring us back and make us think about the answer.*

W1 also mentioned “bringing back” older technologies, and W3 thought it might be similar to something in art history:
In terms of art history, when a period evolved to another. Again because [designers] were seeking the truth in a different way, they acted against the move that came before.

**DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK**

Our findings support the factors that compose visual complexity found by Reinecke et al. [29]. That work found that visual complexity was a strong predictor for a website’s initial visual appeal. Our markers for design periods cover many of the markers that make up Reinecke et al.’s model of visual complexity: ratios of text and non-text areas are related to media composition, and colorfulness and hue are related to visual flavor. However, visual complexity does not capture some of the nuances we found in our markers, such as the information architecture model—the tension between search and browse affordances. While colorfulness was found by Reinecke et al. to play a minor role in appeal, our results suggest that it is highly indicative of design periods.

Of course, the relationship between visual appeal and design periods is complex. Reinecke and Gajos [28] found that user age influenced perceptions of visual appeal, with older people favoring text-heavy pages. This suggests that visual appeal is not an obdurate measure. As suggested by several of our experts, people tend to like the designs that immediately surround them. This may mean that some websites may avoid more progressive designs because it may be beneficial to portray an image of stability or conservatism.

As with most technology, we find that both technological determinism and the social construction of technology play a key role in shaping website design. New technological innovations like JavaScript bring about new design periods, but shifting societal concerns like changing company spirits or messages also help to shape them.

When we asked our experts about the utility of our concept of web design periods, some mentioned that they would indeed find some inspiration from the past. D3 described wanting to use shaded navigation bars icons on a web design, but could not find many such icons on the modern web. By going back in time, he might discover that shaded icons were popular in the mid 2000s, using those pages as exemplars of such icons. In fact, we found that experts were perhaps already implicitly using their own notion of design periods to predict future designs. For example, D1 predicted that there would be a restoration of different shades of colors in a few years, as a reaction against the flat and minimal designs that are currently popular. D1 thought this kind of design is overused and makes current web designs drab. She especially mentioned that designs with solid borders have advantages:

As a user, I will be more attracted by the information in a solid frame. Like [sun.com in 2008] puts several pieces of information (like the title) in the right curved block. I will notice that but I won’t read all information there. Then [in 2010], it uses solid border for each information. I will be caught, I may quickly scan each of them.

She thought there should be a renaissance of a design period featuring the visual flavors of solid borders and shading, although it would not be an exact duplication of that past period. From here, we might suggest that examining the *denise* of design periods would be useful—at what point does a certain marker of design period become tired and in need of change (a saturation point)?

**Limitations and Future Work**

We acknowledge that our dataset is small and not statistically representative of the broader web (e.g. no non-English sites), so our study does not lead to comprehensive conclusions about the markers and causes of design evolution. Instead, we view the changes, forces, and design periods we suggest here as a starting point for further studies with a broader variety of pages (e.g., non-English, non-western, less popular, short-lived, etc.). Similarly, this preliminary study relied on a small pool of subjects, and future studies should include a broader set of expertise. For example, although our experts were qualified to interpret aesthetic qualities of websites, most did not have the same depth of critical and socio-cultural-historical analytical skills that a professional art historian or critic would. Future work should include these voices to develop a more systematic theory of web design. Finally, we believe that other critical methods (e.g., analysis and argumentation) would be conducive to the study of web design periods and should be incorporated into follow-up studies.

One way to make a larger-scale study practical would be to create tools that automatically detect major changes in visual features over time, allowing participants to focus on these change points as opposed to having to examine thousands of daily screenshots for each website. Such a tool may also be useful in its own right: five of our experts (W2, W3, U1 and D3) thought it would useful for web designers to explore historical changes through such a tool, and eight experts believed it would have a place in education and research. W3 opined that such a tool would foster a dialogue on the evolution of websites and allow people to view exemplars of design periods.

**CONCLUSION**

Similar to artistic domains, we imagine the development of a web design period theory will offer a systematic way to advance the study of historical web designs. Our paper is a first step towards understanding how and why web designs have changed over time. We conducted interaction design sessions in which we asked a diverse group of web and experts to critically interrogate changes in web design and the forces behind them. We hope that our concept of and initial findings on web design periods may eventually lead to theories and practical tools for understanding how web design changes over time, such as annotated repositories of historical designs that future designers and researchers will be able to explore.
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